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Hosted by Iredell County Sheriff's Office, NC
Iredell County Training Facility
435 Monticello Road
Statesville, NC

Criminal patrol enforcement and the

continuation of an interdiction stop a function

of many law enforcement officer's normal

duties is rarely taught at academies and in-

service training. The course is designed to

address the many issues that are

encountered during traffic stops and post

stops. This course will also prepare officer's

to look beyond the initial traffic stop to detect

and apprehend all types of criminals using

our highways, streets and rural roads. The

attendees will be taught how to identify and

locate manual, electronically controlled

aftermarket compartments in motor vehicles

that are being used today by drug trafficking

and terrorist organizations as well as the use

of K-9's during interdiction stops.

The attendees of this course will not only be

taught how to preserve this valuable

intelligence, but also how to rapidly progress

the "interdiction encounter" into a successful

controlled delivery. The properly trained

interdiction officer and narcotic investigator

can work together and watch the fruits of the

labor grow into a vast, complex conspiracy

investigations, which can ultimately be the

piece of the puzzle, which could fully

dismantle major drug trafficking and criminal

organizations.

The instructors for the course will be Trp/

DEA TFO Branson Perry (OHP), Lt. Gary

Simpson and Retired Task Force Agent Alex

Gonzalez. The instructors have a combined

74 years of experience in law enforcement

and have trained thousands of law

enforcement personnel throughout the nation

as well as internationally. Perry, Simpson and

Gonzalez are all subject matter experts in the

topics that will be discussed in the course.

The Criminal Patrol Stop

"From the Roadside to the Front Door"

REGISTER AT: WWW.NCEA314.COM

Course Dates:

May 16-17, 2018

CRIMINAL PATROL CONCEPTS

Criminal Patrol Concepts, initial contact

observation, establishing rapport, articulating

observations, verbal deception cues, non-verbal

behavior, active listening, pre-search objectives,

systematic search techniques, current

concealment trends, use of K-9's with

interdiction stops, K-9 legal Issues, k-9

practicals (First 15 K-9 Teams Registered)

CONTINUATION OF AN INTERDICTION STOP

Post arrest events, developing a cooperating

defendant, agency collabration, the "Trip", your

role as an outsider, narcotic investigator goals.

Statesville, NC

LODGING
Holiday Inn Express

939 North Carolina Ave.

Statesville, NC 28677

(704) 978-2800

Rate: $86.99 (Govt. Rate) plus tax

COURSE COST:

$200.00 PER ATTENDEE

Hands-on Training with Passenger Vehicles

K-9 Practical's for Narcotics Detection Teams


